
Discount Conditions and  
Product-level Discounts

The discounting service enabled within the MENU Ecosystem lets you create different discounts based on highly 
customizable configuration options. Many elements of a discount can be configured, including the validity period, 
targeted customer segment, display position and value of a discount, as well as any product restrictions. Discounts 
can be generally distributed (Coupons) and individually distributed through static and unique promo codes.

The latest feature from MENU enabling restaurants to set up Discount Conditions is available in Mobile App and Web 
app, with Kiosk and POS following soon. The conditions your restaurant can leverage include:

To boost sales and stay relevant to customers, restaurants often engage in different activities to incentivize consumers 
to behave in the desired way or with a specific goal. One of the ways to achieve this easily is through discounts and a 
related set of rules.  Discount Conditions allow your restaurant brand to define what needs to be fulfilled for a 
discount to apply so that you can achieve better targeting and intensify your promotional campaigns.  On top of that, 
Product-level Discounts enable setting up the type of reduction provided by a discount, bringing you another level of 
precision when defining your discounting approach.

Incentivize your customers with focused marketing efforts

Key benefits
Increase average check size

Offer a nudge to complete the order

Boost sales of specific products 

Run focused promotions of stores & order types

Have better control of marketing expenses

Promote your business & offering

Attract new customers and retain regulars

Create customer loyalty outliving the incentives

Get referrals from satisfied customers

Engage in continuous upselling

Free item for orders above $15 15% off Delivery orders10% of your order in all 
Barcelona stores

Amount treshold Specific venues Specific order types

Enhance your incentives program and
keep promotion expenses under control



Amount threshold:
Offer a discount to customers
for spending a certain amount

You can quickly configure discounts that 
only apply if the order subtotal (excluding 
a delivery fee) before applying the 
discount is above or equal to the amount 
specified in the rule.

Specific venues: 
Promote a selected store by
showing discount availability
in the participating venue

In this case, you can configure discounts 
that are only available in a subset of venues 
that support other discounts of the same 
type. This discount condition allows you to 
further restrict the availability of a single 
discount in addition to setting general 
venue availability by discount type.

Specific order types:
Drive focused campaigns
with discounts for the
order type of your choice

Using this condition, you can set up 
discounts that are only available for specific 
order types. When choosing to order a 
discount through the app, only available 
order types will be displayed and only 
venues that support the selected order type 
will be shown in the venue list.



MENU enables your brand to choose and define different reduction types for Product-level Discounts. They are 
available across different channels - Mobile App, Web App, and POS, with Kiosk coming soon,  and can be easily config-
ured in the CMS by applying a selected reduction type to discounted objects (order, menu items and combos). Reduction 
types can apply to coupons, promotions and loyalty rewards. Discounts are presented to restaurant customers as offers 
and rewards, which can be redeemed across all enabled redemption channels.

Promote selected products by defining Product-level Discounts

Interested in more information on how you can benefit
from the Discounts engine provided by MENU?

Contact us now for a free demo 

Percentage off

Example: 50% off on Shrimp Bowl and Smoothie

With this type of reduction, discounted objects (items, 
combos, modifiers) are reduced by a specific percent-
age. A brand can specify the percentage off the product 
price when defining the discount. The percentage off 
discount will apply to all discounted products (combos, 
items and modifiers of any price).

Set price

Example: Choco Bowl and Cortado for only 8 EUR

Discounted products (items, combos) are set at a specif-
ic price. Items and combos are configured to have one 
price that applies to the lowest combination of prices in 
that discount. Items in combos that have a higher price, 
as well as modifiers in items that have a higher price, will 
add on top of the discount price. 

Amount off

Example: 5 EUR off on Passion Mango

In this case, discounted products (items, combos, modi-
fiers) are reduced by a specific amount. A brand can 
configure an amount that will apply as a discount to the 
original price of products contained in the discount. This 
type of reduction applies to combos, items and modifi-
ers that are in a combo, that is to their total price.

MENU is a trusted global provider for
some of the largest restaurant brands 


